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As vehicle automation capabilities increase, driving control shifts from the human to the vehicle system. However, concerns arise
regarding responsibility following critical events and the publics’ trust and acceptance of vehicles equipped with automated
driving systems (ADS). The current study examined how participants assigned blame and praise to ADS-equipped vehicles and
human drivers following collisions or near-misses and how these attributions were impacted by a virtual driving assistant that
administered monitoring requests. Based on literature, our primary hypothesis was that more blame would be assigned to the
human and more praise assigned to the ADS when the driving assistant was present. Additionally, we hypothesized greater
reported trust towards ADS-equipped vehicles when the driving assistant was present. Participants read vignettes of automated
driving, watched corresponding videos, and then self-reported trust, acceptance, anthropomorphism, and assignment of blame
and praise. All hypotheses were supported indicating that significant effects were observed: participants assigned greater blame
to the human when asked to actively monitor the driving environment and assigned greater praise to the ADS when it alerted
the human driver. Additionally, participants reported greater trust and anthropomorphism of the ADS when the driving
assistant was present. These findings suggest that explicitly communicating monitoring responsibility through a driving
assistant significantly impacts the publics’ opinion of responsibility following critical events. These findings provide initial
support for a solution to improve driver safety as well as policy implications regarding positive perceptions and the adoption
of ADS-equipped vehicles.

1. Introduction

Advancements in vehicle technology by various car manu-
facturers, such as Ford, Audi, and Tesla, have led to an
increase in the incorporation of automated and autonomous
features [1]. However, there have been almost 1,000 colli-
sions involving vehicles equipped with automated driving
system (ADS) features since 2021 with 18 resulting in fatal
outcomes [2]. The first reported fatality involving an ADS-
equipped vehicle occurred in Arizona in 2018, whereby a
level 5-operated vehicle (i.e., full self-driving ability) struck
and killed a pedestrian, with both human error and systemic
failure contributing to this incident. That is, the driver, who
was distracted by their cell phone, was unaware that the ADS
recognized but failed to identify a pedestrian in harm’s way.
After an extensive investigation, the vehicle manufacturer
was not found legally responsible for the death of the pedes-

trian, even though the ADS failed to identify them as a
pedestrian [3]. More recently, a driver of a level 2-operated
ADS was charged with vehicle manslaughter after a collision
in which the autopilot feature was engaged [4]. The driver
was legally held responsible for the collision due to the
excessive speed it was traveling with autopilot engaged.
These deadly collisions caused by failed automation and
human error contributes to the ongoing debate surrounding
how much responsibility does the general public attribute to
the driver or the ADS-equipped vehicle involved in colli-
sions and near-misses. Additionally, one open question is
the degree to which explicitly requesting that the human
driver actively monitors the road environment influences
attributed responsibility.

A monitoring request (MR) is a salient alert intended to
reorient the human drivers’ attention away from any non-
driving-related activities back to the driving environment
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when the ADS encounters an unexpected scenario or is sus-
ceptible to automation failure [5]. Lu et al. [5] discovered
that drivers preferred to engage in MRs so that they had
ample time to return their attention to the road prior to
resuming manual control. Additionally, incorporating MRs
leads to higher situation awareness, trust, and acceptance
of ADS-equipped vehicles [5, 6]. Generally, MRs were issued
7–12 s before the potential system failure [5, 7, 8]. Indeed,
studies showed that drivers prefer to have perceived control
over the vehicle system rather than being forced to quickly
regain manual control [9]. For example, drivers could be
prompted to return their attention to the road by a MR
when approaching a zebra crossing where pedestrian move-
ment is unclear to the vehicle system. Should any pedestrian
decide to run across the road, the driver would have more
time to assess the situation and react appropriately. A suc-
cessful response to an MR requires a driver to understand
and rationalize the purpose of the prompt; otherwise, the
driver may distrust or ignore advisory alerts [10].

Providing drivers with information about the vehicle’s
ADS status increases driver awareness [11]. Commonly,
auditory, visual, and haptic alerts are used to quickly cue
drivers about a critical environmental event [12]. However,
these alerts can be ambiguous in meaning. For example, a
beep in a car may convey several different types of warnings
depending on the situation, vehicle, or manufacturer, and
drivers may even interpret the same alert differently under
different circumstances. In conjunction with MRs, virtual
driving assistants (DA) may help alleviate confusion and
misinterpretation of alerts. Virtual DAs communicate criti-
cal information about the surrounding driving scene
through natural language (e.g., “road closure ahead” and
“construction zone ahead”) [13]. Communicating critical
information via DAs can mitigate issues of high mental
workload that the complex task of driving requires [14], thus
allowing drivers to safely focus their attention where needed
to the surrounding environment. Moreover, previous
research has shown that drivers would prefer a virtual DA
with a sociable, likable, competent, and assertive female
voice [15–17].

Shifting towards responsibility, attribution is a cognitive
process in which individuals identify the cause of events and
the factors that lead to the events [18]. Typically, individuals
attribute responsibility to the cause of events. For instance,
backward-looking responsibility relates to events that have
occurred in the past and involves attributing blame or praise
to an agent, depending on the successful or failed outcome,
respectively [19, 20]. Although some argue that machines
cannot hold responsibility for event outcomes because they
lack intentionality or controllability of the situation [21],
people do attribute responsibility, in the forms of blame
and praise, to nonhuman agents for both positive and nega-
tive outcomes [22–24].

Research relevant to human-machine teaming indicates
that responsibility for an outcome is associated with an
agents’ intentionality to engage in behavior. When asked to
explain why various agents engaged in certain behaviors,
participants tended to use similar mental models to explain
the behaviors for both human and machine agents [25], sug-

gesting that individuals infer intentionality towards nonhu-
man agents. As individuals infer a reason behind
intentional acts, if an agent is believed to act with intention,
then they could be perceived as being more responsible for
their actions [26, 27].

In the context of driving, research examining blame
assignment following collisions utilized text vignettes outlin-
ing hypothetical situations involving a human driver and an
ADS-equipped vehicle to determine whether participants
blame the human drivers or the vehicle system [28]. Bennet
et al. [29] found that as the levels of automation increased,
participants placed less blame on the human driver and
more blame on the vehicle system. Therefore, when the
human is less in control of the vehicle, people tend to shift
the blame towards the automation, the vehicle system, and
the manufacturers [30, 31]. This shift in blame is attributed
to the blame attribution asymmetry [28], in which individ-
uals place more blame on automation and judge ADS-
equipped vehicle collisions more harshly when compared
to human-caused collisions.

On the other hand, Awad et al. [32] argue that the public
is more inclined to place less blame on the ADS during an
error when the human and the vehicle system have shared
control of the vehicle. Additionally, differences in assigned
blame could be influenced by the extent that individuals per-
ceive the driving agents as engaging in intentional behaviors
as individuals tend to perceive intentionality and intended
responses differently between ADS-equipped vehicles and
human drivers [33].

Similar to blame assignment, drivers can be attributed
praise following hypothetical critical events. For instance,
McManus and Rutchick [34] examined praise and blame
attributions towards drivers following hypothetical text
vignettes conveying moral dilemmas (i.e., variations of the
trolley problem) involving ADS-equipped vehicles. Results
found that greater driver control agency led to greater praise
for positive consequences and blame for negative conse-
quences. However, these hypothetical situations focused on
whether drivers made selfish or selfless decisions across
moral dilemmas rather than responsibility following typical
collisions or near-misses. Additionally, blameworthiness
and praiseworthiness were assessed on a single scale and
were only assigned to the driver. More broadly in the field
of human-robot interaction, previous literature suggests that
highly anthropomorphized agents are associated with
greater or equal praise than humans for successful outcomes
and blamed less for negative outcomes [23, 35]. Anthropo-
morphism in this context relates to the attribution of
human-like mental capacities of agency to nonhuman agents
[36]. Thus, these results suggest that blame and praise
should be assessed as separate constructs.

Additional to assessing blame and praise as separate con-
structs, it is important to understand how individuals attri-
bute these constructs towards both human and vehicle
system agents across positive and negative critical events
involving ADS-equipped vehicles. Typically, blame is attrib-
uted towards agents following task failures (e.g., collisions),
and praise is attributed towards agents following successful
outcomes (e.g., successful near-miss). However, past
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research shows inconsistent patterns of attribution of blame or
praise to human and virtual agents in task failures or success.
Awad et al. [32] observed less blame attributed to the ADS
than the human during errors when both the human and vehi-
cle system share control. Similarly, Bartneck et al. [35]
observed less blame attributed to highly anthropomorphized
agents in negative outcomes and greater or equal praise in suc-
cessful outcomes than humans. In contrast, Copp et al. [30]
highlighted increased blame towards automation, vehicle sys-
tem, and manufacturers when humans have less control over
the vehicle during negative outcomes. However, in cases of
shared control of the vehicle, there lacks examination of the
degree to which individuals hold positive perceptions of vehi-
cle agents even in the case of negative events (i.e., collisions).
Thus, it is important to understand how individuals attribute
both blame and praise across collision (negative outcome)
and near-miss (positive outcome) critical events.

To our knowledge, only one early study examined blame
attribution in scenarios involving ADS-equipped vehicles
and conventional driving using a driving simulation [37].
Although they found that both the low and high anthropo-
morphic ADS were blamed more for a collision than manual
driving, the highly anthropomorphic ADS (characterized by
name, gender, and voice features) was blamed less and
trusted more than the low anthropomorphic ADS (no
anthropomorphic features) following a collision. Waytz
et al. [37] further state that if the ADS were able to avoid
the collision, they would predict that participants’ tendency
to assign praise to the ADS would increase with higher
anthropomorphic features.

Individuals’ perceptions of ADS-equipped vehicles tend to
influence their trust and overall willingness to adopt ADS-
equipped vehicles. For instance, individuals who assign greater
blame to the ADS following critical events tend to trust the
ADS-equipped vehicles less [38]. Although little research has
examined attributed praise towards ADS-equipped vehicles,
research suggests that those who hold optimistic and more
favorable perceptions towards the technology tend to have
stronger intentions to use and adopt ADS-equipped vehicles
[39, 40]. Having positive perceptions of ADS technology can
benefit the intention to use and adoption of ADS-equipped
vehicles especially in emerging countries where intelligent
transportation systems are less available [41]. Similarly, famil-
iarity and exposure to ADS-equipped vehicles tend to posi-
tively correlate with technological optimism and intention to
use [39]. Additionally, perceiving the ADS as having greater
agency tends to reduce attributed blame, fosters greater trust,
and predicts individuals’ willingness to ride or purchase
ADS-equipped vehicles [37, 42].

1.1. Overall Objectives. The current study is aimed at build-
ing upon the previous research that utilized hypothetical text
vignettes (i.e., [28–32, 34]) through the inclusion of corre-
sponding video stimuli and the consideration of gender
and voice features through the inclusion of a DA to mimic
a highly anthropomorphic ADS-equipped vehicle. There-
fore, the overall objective of the current study was to exam-
ine the impact of MRs, delivered through a DA, in collisions
and near-miss situations on people’s blame and praise attribu-

tions. Specifically, participants experienced scenarios involv-
ing a level 3-operated vehicle with either the DA present
(DAP) or absent (DAA) in both collision and near-miss criti-
cal outcomes. The near-miss outcome was further separated
into either the human or ADS agent appropriately responding
in the corresponding scenario. Participants then assigned
blame and praise attributions to both the human driver and
the ADS agent. Additionally, participants self-reported their
level of trust, acceptance, and perceived anthropomorphism
of the ADS. As current ADS technology does not have the
capacity to integrate DAs with MR functionality, a Wizard-
of-Oz approach was used to simulate the scenarios.

Previous research indicated that as ADS-operated vehi-
cles have greater control of the driving situation, individuals
assign more blame to the ADS than to the human [28–31],
yet this may not hold true during shared control [32]. How-
ever, higher anthropomorphic vehicles are blamed less and
trusted more than lower anthropomorphic vehicles [37,
42]. Although there is a lack of research examining praise
assignment in ADS-equipped vehicles, research related to
human-machine teaming suggests that higher perceived
anthropomorphism leads to greater praise assignment
towards a nonhuman agent than a human agent [23, 35].
Based on the findings from these previous studies, the pri-
mary hypotheses relevant to blame and praise assignment
include the following:

(1) For the collision condition, (a) there will be an inter-
action effect whereby more blame will be assigned to
the human than to the ADS in the DAP condition
than in the DAA condition, and (b) there will be
an interaction effect whereby more praise will be
assigned to the ADS than to the human in the
DAP condition than in the DAA condition

(2) For the near-miss vehicle responding condition, (a)
there will be an interaction effect whereby more blame
will be assigned to the human than to the ADS in the
DAP condition than in the DAA condition, and (b)
there will be an interaction effect whereby more praise
will be assigned to the ADS than to the human in the
DAP condition than in the DAA condition

(3) For the near-miss human responding condition, (a)
there will be an interaction effect whereby more blame
will be assigned to the human than to the ADS in the
DAP condition than in the DAA condition, and (b)
there will be interaction effect whereby more praise
will be assigned to the ADS than to the human in
the DAP condition than in the DAA condition

The secondary hypotheses include the following:

(1) Trust towards the ADS-equipped vehicle is signifi-
cantly higher in the DAP condition than in the
DAA condition

(2) Perceived anthropomorphism of the ADS-equipped
vehicle is significantly higher in the DAP condition
than in the DAA condition
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2. Method

2.1. Design. The current study used a 2 autonomous
feature × 2 event type × 3 outcome severity design. As a
between-subject variable, the autonomous feature included
either the presence or absence of a DA. As another
between-subject variable, the event type was either a vehicle
or a pedestrian event. A between-subject design was used as
the vehicles with and without the DA used identical videos
with the only difference being the DA present. If participants
experienced both DA conditions, they would realize it was
the same video, possibly disrupting the experimental immer-
sion. As a within-subject variable, the outcome severity
included a collision or a near-miss which was further sepa-
rated into either the human or ADS agent responding
appropriately. The dependent variables included attributed
blame towards the human or ADS-equipped vehicle, attrib-
uted praise towards the human or ADS-equipped vehicle
and trust and acceptance in the ADS-equipped vehicle, and
perceived anthropomorphism of the ADS-equipped vehicle.

2.2. Participants. In total, 525 participants were recruited.
However, 26 were removed due to completion of the study
within 8 minutes, which was considered unrealistic. There-
fore, there were 499 eligible participants. Participants were,
on average, 26.4 years of age (SD = 10 0) and had low expe-
rience with vehicle automation features (M = 1 4, SD = 0 9).
A preliminary analysis was performed and found little to no
differences in blame assignment between men and women
[43]. Participants were expected to have working Internet
and the ability to watch and listen to videos. Participants
were recruited through either George Mason University
Department of Psychology’s Research Portal, SONA, or
Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk). Between the two
methods of recruitment, 316 participants were recruited
through SONA and were, on average, 20.6 years of age
(SD = 3 4); 183 participants were recruited through MTurk
and were, on average, 36.4 years of age (SD = 9 8). A t-test
indicated significant differences in age between recruitment
methods (t 207 36 = 21 12, p < 0 005). Regardless, a Pear-
son’s chi-square test showed no significant differences for
recruitment method between the four experimental groups
(χ2 3 = 1 48, p = 0 687) indicating that each recruitment
method was similarly represented in each group. Those
recruited through SONA received course credit, while those
recruited through MTurk received a $4 compensation upon
eligible completion. This research complied with the Amer-
ican Psychology Association Code of Ethics and was
approved by the Institutional Review Board at George
Mason University (IRB# 1866476-1). Informed consent
was obtained from each participant.

Key demographic data, separated by experimental group,
and test on sample distribution across groups are shown in
Table 1. Between the four experimental groups, a Kruskal-
Wallis test showed no significant differences for age
(χ2 3 = 2 88). Pearson’s chi-square tests showed no signif-
icant differences for ethnicity (χ2 18 = 12 82), license type
(χ2 6 = 3 95), or vehicle ownership (χ2 3 = 6 37). For
gender, Pearson’s chi-square test showed significant differ-

ences between groups (χ2 12 = 29 84, p = 0 003); however,
this included 11 participants (2%) who self-identified as
nonbinary/third gender, other, or preferred not to say, lead-
ing to a potentially unreliable chi-square test due to the
small sample. Thus, an additional Pearson’s chi-square test
only including those who self-identified as man or woman
was conducted leading to no significant differences between
groups (χ2 3,N = 488 = 1 80).

2.3. Study Materials and Apparatus

2.3.1. Driving Video Stimuli. Video recordings were created
from a driving simulation software, City Car Driving. A
Wizard-of-Oz methodology was used to simulate a level 3-
equipped vehicle outfitted with a DA that could issue mon-
itoring requests. Videos were created for each event type
and outcome severity conditions; however, the same videos
were used for the DAA and DAP conditions with the only
difference being the addition of voice clips for imitating the
driving assistant in the DAP condition. In each video, the
vehicle drove normally on the road following legal traffic
rules without driver input until the critical event occurred.
Voice and audio files were synchronized according to the
driving environments. Monitoring requests occurred 10 sec-
onds before the critical event whereby participants could see
the event in the distance once the alert sounded. Each video
showed a Tesla Model 3 vehicle simulated with level 3 fea-
tures driving without the driver’s hands in view and lasted
approximately two minutes. A Tesla vehicle was displayed
as the City Car Driving software simulates real-world vehi-
cles, and we wanted to display a vehicle that could realisti-
cally be perceived as an ADS-equipped vehicle. An
example image is shown in Figure 1. In total, there were 12
videos corresponding to their specific hypothetical vignette
scenarios, six distinct videos each having a duplicate with
the DA voice overlaid.

2.3.2. DA Voice Agent. The DA was created using Amazon
Polly (https://aws.amazon.com/polly/) for text-to-speech
generation. In particular, the DA used the US English,
female, Joanna voice, which has been previously used in
[16]. The DA informed drivers of monitoring requests and
included other information such as the driving environment
and vehicle actions. An example script is shown in Table 2.

2.3.3. Text Vignettes. Text vignettes were written for the 12
videos. Vignettes were similar across all conditions but dif-
fered by DA presence or absence, outcome severity, event
type, and human or ADS agent responding to traffic (for
near-misses). An example script for a collision with a vehicle
in the DAP condition stated:

Imagine that you are watching the dashcam footage of
an autonomous vehicle before a collision. The autonomous
driving system can perform all aspects of driving tasks,
including controlling speed, steering, and lane control. In
addition, the autonomous vehicle is fitted with an AI driv-
ing assistant to communicate its actions while driving along
a route. However, this system cannot handle all possible sit-
uations. The human driver is playing games on their phone.
The vehicle’s object identification system detects a potential
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vehicle collision in the distance blocking the lane ahead and
alerts the driver with a Monitoring Request – asking the driver
to momentarily monitor the environment and resume manual
vehicle control if needed. The vehicle crashes into the other vehi-
cles. You will now watch the dashcam footage for this scenario.

An example script for a near-miss with pedestrian jay-
walking with the human appropriately responding in the
DAP condition stated:

Imagine that you are watching the dashcam footage of an
autonomous vehicle before a near miss. The autonomous
driving system can perform all aspects of driving tasks, includ-
ing controlling speed, steering, and lane control. In addition,
the autonomous vehicle is fitted with an AI driving assistant
to communicate its actions while driving along a route. How-
ever, this system cannot handle all possible situations. The
human driver is playing games on their phone. The vehicle’s
object identification system detects erratic pedestrian move-
ment and alerts the driver with a Monitoring Request – ask-
ing the driver to momentarily monitor the environment and
resume manual vehicle control if needed. The pedestrian does
not notice the vehicle approaching and illegally runs across
the road. The human driver sees the pedestrian and responds
appropriately leading to a successful near miss. You will now
watch the dashcam footage for this scenario.

2.3.4. Demographic Questionnaire. Participants were asked
demographic information including age, gender, ethnicity,
and work status.

Table 1: Summary of participants’ age group, gender, ethnicity, and driving-related variables further separated by experimental group.

Demographic variable DAA-pedestrian (N) DAA-vehicle (N) DAP-pedestrian (N) DAP-vehicle (N) p value

Age 0.410

18-24 73 76 72 74

25-34 25 30 34 29

35-44 15 15 16 13

45-54 6 4 1 2

55-64 2 2 2 4

65-74 1 0 1 2

Gender 0.616†

Man 53 53 50 55

Woman 66 71 73 67

Nonbinary/third gender 2 3 2 0

Prefer not to say 1 0 0 2

Other 0 0 1 0

Ethnicity†† 0.802

American Indian/Alaska Native 1 3 3 2

Asian 26 19 26 23

Black 21 17 19 17

Native Hawaiian/other Pacific Islander 1 1 1 0

Hispanic/Latino/Spanish origin 15 24 12 13

White 65 69 69 72

Other 4 5 5 8

Driver’s license type 0.684

Full driver’s license 104 111 108 108

Learner’s permit 12 12 13 13

None 6 4 5 3

Vehicle ownership 0.095

Yes 99 97 97 91

No 23 30 29 33

Note: ††Participants could select multiple ethnicities. †Chi-square test only including those who self-identified as man or woman. Kruskal-Wallis’s test was
used for age. Chi-square test was used for ethnicity, gender, driver’s license type, and vehicle ownership.

Figure 1: Example screen of the simulated video shown to
participants.
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2.3.5. Driving and Virtual Assistant Behaviors. Driving
behaviors measured included driver’s license type (full
driver’s license, license permit, and none), vehicle owner-
ship, and experience using vehicle automation, including
adaptive cruise control, lane keeping assist, blind spot warn-
ing, parking assist, forward collision warning, automatic
emergency braking, and lane departure warning using a 4-
point Likert-like scale (0 = none, 3 = high).

2.3.6. Trust. Participants’ trust in the ADS was assessed
using the six-item Situational Trust Scale for Automated
Driving [44]. The items asked questions relevant to trust,
performance, non-driving-related tasks, risk, judgment,
and reaction. Participants rated their perception of the
ADS on a 7-point Likert-like scale (1 = strongly disagree,
7 = strongly agree). All items were aggregated into one
composite score. McDonald’s Omega reliability for each
condition score ranged from 0.56 to 0.79.

2.3.7. Acceptance. Acceptance of the ADS was assessed using
the nine-item, two-dimensional scale developed by [45].
Items were scored on a 5-point semantic differential scale
for two dimensions: usefulness (useful–useless, bad–good,
effective–superfluous, assisting–worthless, and raising alert-
ness–sleep-inducing) and satisfaction (pleasant–unpleasant,
nice–annoying, irritating–likable, and undesirable–desir-
able). Each set of items was aggregated into respective over-
all scores. McDonald’s Omega reliability for each condition
ranged from 0.79 to 0.84 for usefulness and 0.81 to 0.90
for satisfaction.

2.3.8. Anthropomorphism. In the context of this study,
anthropomorphism was defined as the attribution of
human-like mental capacities of agency, and each item was
derived from [37]. The items included “how well could the
vehicle system plan a route,” “how well could the vehicle sys-
tem feel what was happening,” “how well could the vehicle
system anticipate what was about to happen,” and “how
smart was the vehicle system.” Each item was rated from 0
(not at all) to 10 (very much). All items were aggregated into
one overall score. Additionally, perceived anthropomor-
phism was used as an indirect manipulation check between
the DAP and DAA conditions. McDonald’s Omega reliabil-
ity for each condition ranged from 0.88 to 0.93.

2.3.9. Blame and Praise Attributions. In the current litera-
ture, there does not seem to be a psychometrically validated
scale for blame attribution towards ADS-equipped vehicles.
Therefore, we adapted items used in previous research [28,

31, 46]. In particular, the survey included “to what extent
do you think the [driver/autonomous vehicle system] should
be blamed for the [collision/near-miss]?” on a 7-point
Likert-like scale from 1 (no blame) to 7 (a lot of blame). Past
research has yet to examine praise attributions towards
ADS-equipped vehicles; therefore, we altered the latter ques-
tion to assess praise, i.e., “to what extent do you think the
[driver/autonomous vehicle system] should be praised for
[collision/near-miss]?” on a 7-point Likert-like scale from 1
(no praise) to 7 (a lot of praise).

2.4. Procedure. Individuals were presented information
about the study through either SONA or MTurk. If individ-
uals chose to participate, they were directed to Qualtrics and
asked to provide informed consent. Following consent, par-
ticipants were asked to complete the pretest questionnaire
(demographics, driving and virtual assistant behaviors).
Before beginning the first experimental condition, partici-
pants were asked to verify that they could see and hear an
initial video using the audio and visual verification process.
Failure to verify resulted in immediate discontinuance of
the study. Next, participants were shown an introductory
driving simulation video indicating the type of video content
to expect. Participants were then randomly assigned to one
of four conditions: DAP-vehicle, DAP-pedestrian, DAA-
vehicle, and DAA-pedestrian. For each condition, partici-
pants read the text vignette and watched the corresponding
simulated video and then completed the posttest question-
naire (trust, acceptance, anthropomorphism, and blame
and praise attributions). This process was repeated for each
of the three outcome severity conditions. Each of these sce-
narios was randomly presented to participants to eliminate
any priming effects. Before watching each video, they were
reminded to keep their audio on and to watch the video as
if they were watching a dashcam recording before a critical
event. Upon completion, compensation or course credits
were provided depending on the recruitment method. A dia-
gram of the procedure and experimental design is shown in
Figure 2.

2.5. Data Analysis. Self-reported scores for trust, usefulness,
satisfaction, anthropomorphism, and blame and praise attri-
butions were aggregated across their respective measures.
Pearson’s correlations were conducted to examine the rela-
tionship between age, trust, usefulness, satisfaction, anthro-
pomorphism, blame attribution, praise attribution, and
total experience with ADS features.

Table 2: Example DA scripts.

Event Script

Vehicle collision ahead
“Warning! Potential vehicle collision ahead.

Please monitor the environment and takeover if needed”

Potential illegal pedestrian jaywalker ahead
“Warning! Pedestrian movement unclear!

Please monitor the environment and takeover if needed”

Approaching pedestrian crossing “Checking pedestrian crossing”; “No pedestrians found”

Turning right at red traffic light “I am checking for oncoming vehicles”; “No oncoming vehicles”; “I am now turning right”
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For the main analysis, an initial 2 × 2 × 3 mixed model
ANOVA was conducted for both trust and anthropomor-
phism scores using DA, event type, and outcome severity
as the independent variables. A 2 × 2 mixed model ANOVA
was conducted for blame scores following each of the critical
events and praise scores following each of the critical events
using DA and driver agent (human or ADS agent) as the
independent variables. Upon model significance, ad hoc
pairwise comparisons using Bonferroni’s corrections were
conducted to determine differences between individual
conditions.

Prior to the analyses, normality and homogeneity of var-
iance assumptions were checked for each analysis. The
Shapiro-Wilk test indicated that the data was nonnormal
for all analyses. However, given the large sample size, it is
generally accepted to proceed with analysis even with
slightly nonnormal data. For the assumption of homogeneity
of error variances, Levene’s test was nonsignificant for the
trust and anthropomorphism analyses, indicating that this
assumption was satisfied. As both normality and homogene-
ity assumptions were violated for the blame and praise anal-
yses, a two-way nonparametric robust standard error mixed
ANOVA was performed with heterogeneity correction
instead.

3. Results

3.1. Correlations. Pearson’s correlations were conducted
between continuous variables. Shown in Table 3, anthropo-
morphism was strongly associated positively with trust and
was moderately correlated with higher perceived usefulness,
satisfaction, and praise of the ADS. Higher self-reported
trust was moderately correlated with higher perceived use-
fulness, satisfaction, and praise of the ADS and less blame
to the ADS. Although there were significant correlations
between age and the other variables, these were found to
be very weak or weak associations. Similarly, weak or very
weak associations were found between experience with vehi-
cle automation and the other variables.

3.2. Blame

3.2.1. Collision. A two-way nonparametric robust standard
error mixed ANOVA was performed to analyze the effect of
the presence or absence of the DA and the driver agent (human
or ADS) on blame assignment following a collision. Shown in
Figure 3, the two-way ANOVA revealed a statistically signifi-
cant interaction between the effects of DA presence and driver
agent (F 1, 497 = 48 47, p < 0 001), in that there was no

Mturk

Pre-test questionnaire Collision Post-test questionnaire

Near miss-human Post-test questionnaire

Driving assistant present
(DAP)

Driving assistant absent
(DAA)

Audio and visual verification

Introductory video

Near miss-vehicle Post-test questionnaire

Autonomous feature

Random scenario presentation

SONA

Vehicle

Pedestrian

Event type

X

Random group assignment
Outcome severity

Figure 2: Procedure and experimental design.

Table 3: Correlations between variables of interest.

Trust Use Sat Anth B (H) B (ADS) P (H) P (ADS) Exp

Age 0.10∗ 0.01 0.08∗ 0.14∗ -0.06∗ 0.07∗ 0.22 ∗ 0.20 ∗ 0.11∗

Trust 1.00 0.64 ∗ 0.56 ∗ 0.72 ∗ -0.23 ∗ -0.43 ∗ 0.20 ∗ 0.60 ∗ 0.06∗

Use 1.00 0.74 ∗ 0.62 ∗ -0.15∗ -0.47 ∗ 0.06∗ 0.38 ∗ 0.00

Sat 1.00 0.58 ∗ -0.13∗ -0.35 ∗ 0.14∗ 0.38 ∗ 0.12∗

Anth 1.00 -0.09∗ -0.32 ∗ 0.24 ∗ 0.60 ∗ 0.10∗

B (H) 1.00 0.25 ∗ -0.13∗ -0.12∗ 0.10∗

B (ADS) 1.00 0.15∗ -0.16∗ 0.11∗

P (H) 1.00 0.40 ∗ 0.20∗

P (ADS) 1.00 0.18∗

Note: ∗p < 0 05. Bold indicates correlations > 0 2. Use = usefulness; Sat = satisfaction; Anth = anthropomorphism; B = blame; P = praise; H = human; ADS =
automated driving system; Exp = experience.
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difference between assigned blame for the human (M = 5 1,
SD = 1 6) and the ADS (M = 5 0, SD = 1 7) in the DAA
condition, yet more blame was assigned to the human
(M = 5 8, SD = 1 4) than the ADS (M = 4 2, SD = 1 8) in the
DAP condition. No main effect was found for DA in that
assigned blame did not significantly differ between the presence
(M = 5 0, SD = 1 8) and absence (M = 5 1, SD = 1 6) of the DA
(p = 0 392). However, there was amain effect for driver agent in
that the human driver (M = 5 4, SD = 1 5) was assigned more
blame overall than the ADS (M = 4 6, SD = 1 8) (p < 0 001).

3.2.2. Near-Miss Vehicle Responding. A two-way nonpara-
metric robust standard error mixed ANOVA was performed
to analyze the effect of the presence or absence of the DA
and the driver agent (human or ADS) on blame assignment
following a near-miss where the vehicle responded appropri-
ately. Shown in Figure 4, the two-way ANOVA revealed a
statistically significant interaction between the effects of
DA presence and driver agent (F 1, 497 = 37 16, p < 0 001),
in that there was a greater difference in assigned blame
between the human (M = 4 6, SD = 1 9) and the ADS
(M = 3 2, SD = 1 8) in the DAP condition than between the
human (M = 3 9, SD = 1 9) and the ADS (M = 3 7, SD = 1 8)
in the DAA condition. No main effect was found for DA in
that assigned blame did not significantly differ between the
presence (M = 3 9, SD = 2 0) and absence (M = 3 8, SD = 1 9)
of the DA (p = 0 584). However, there was a main effect for
driver agent in that the human driver (M = 4 2, SD = 1 9)
was assigned more blame overall than the ADS (M = 3 4,
SD = 1 9) (p < 0 001).

3.2.3. Near-Miss Human Responding. A two-way nonpara-
metric robust standard error mixed ANOVA was performed
to analyze the effect of the presence or absence of the DA
and the driver agent (human or ADS) on blame assignment
following a near-miss where the human responded appro-
priately. Shown in Figure 5, the two-way ANOVA revealed
a statistically significant interaction between the effects of

DA presence and driver agent (F 1, 497 = 7 73, p = 0 006),
in that there was a greater difference in assigned blame
between the human (M = 4 2, SD = 1 9) and the ADS
(M = 3 5, SD = 1 9) in the DAP condition than between the
human (M = 4 3, SD = 1 9) and the ADS (M = 4 1, SD =
1 8) in the DAA condition. A main effect was identified
for DA in that the presence (M = 3 9, SD = 1 9) of the
DA was assigned less blame overall than the absence
(M = 4 2, SD = 1 9) of the DA (p = 0 015). Additionally,
there was a main effect for driver agent in that the human
driver (M = 4 2, SD = 1 9) was assigned more blame over-
all than the ADS (M = 3 9, SD = 1 9) (p < 0 001).
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Figure 3: Blame assignment following a collision across driver agents
and DA conditions. Note: error bars indicate standard deviation.
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Figure 4: Blame assignment following a near-miss where the
vehicle responded appropriately across driver agents and DA
conditions. Note: error bars indicate standard deviation.
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Figure 5: Blame assignment following a near-miss where the
human responded appropriately across driver agents and DA
conditions. Note: error bars indicate standard deviation.
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3.3. Praise

3.3.1. Collision. A two-way nonparametric robust standard
error mixed ANOVA was performed to analyze the effect
of the presence or absence of the DA and the driver agent
(human or ADS) on praise assignment following a collision.
Shown in Figure 6, the two-way ANOVA revealed a statisti-
cally significant interaction between the effects of DA pres-
ence and driver agent (F 1, 497 = 27 13, p < 0 001), in that
there was no difference between assigned praise for the
human (M = 2 4, SD = 1 9) and the ADS (M = 2 3, SD =
1 9) in the DAA condition, yet more praise was assigned to
the ADS (M = 2 7, SD = 1 9) than the human driver
(M = 2 2, SD = 1 8) in the DAP condition. No main effect
was found for DA as assigned praise did not significantly dif-
fer between the presence (M = 2 5, SD = 1 9) and absence
(M = 2 4, SD = 1 9) of the DA (p = 0 489). A main effect
was found for driver agent in that the ADS system
(M = 2 5, SD = 1 9) was assigned more praise overall than
the human driver (M = 2 3, SD = 1 9) (p < 0 001).

3.3.2. Near-Miss Vehicle Responding. A two-way nonpara-
metric robust standard error mixed ANOVA was performed
to analyze the effect of the presence or absence of the DA
and the driver agent (human or ADS) on praise assignment
following a near-miss where the vehicle responded appropri-
ately. Shown in Figure 7, the two-way ANOVA revealed a
statistically significant interaction between the effects of
DA presence and driver agent (F 1, 497 = 5 61, p = 0 018),
in that there was a greater difference in assigned praise
between the ADS (M = 5 0, SD = 1 7) than the human
(M = 3 0, SD = 1 8) in the DAP condition than between the
ADS (M = 4 7, SD = 1 7) and the human (M = 3 2, SD =
1 8) in the DAA condition. No main effect was found for
DA as assigned praise did not significantly differ between
the presence (M = 4 0, SD = 2 0) and absence (M = 3 9,
SD = 2 0) of the DA (p = 0 630). However, a main effect
was found for driver agent in that the ADS system
(M = 4 8, SD = 1 7) was assigned more praise overall than
the human driver (M = 3 1, SD = 1 9) (p < 0 001).

3.3.3. Near-Miss Human Responding. A two-way nonpara-
metric robust standard error mixed ANOVA was performed
to analyze the effect of the presence or absence of the DA
and the driver agent (human or ADS) on praise assignment
following a near-miss where the human driver responded
appropriately. Shown in Figure 8, the two-way ANOVA
revealed a statistically significant interaction between the
effects of DA presence and driver agent (F 1, 497 = 29 87,
p < 0 001), in that more praise was assigned to the human
(M = 4 3, SD = 1 9) than the ADS (M = 3 6, SD = 1 9) in
the DAA condition, yet more praise was assigned to the
ADS (M = 4 5, SD = 1 6) than the human driver (M = 4 0,
SD = 1 8) in the DAP condition. A main effect was found
for DA as the presence (M = 4 3, SD = 1 7) of the DA was
assigned more praise overall than the absence (M = 3 9,
SD = 1 9) of the DA (p = 0 016). However, no main effect
was found for driver agent as assigned praise did not sig-

nificantly differ between the ADS (M = 4 0, SD = 1 8) and
the human driver (M = 4 2, SD = 1 9) (p = 0 261).

3.4. Trust. To understand the impact of a DA on trust scores
across event type and outcome severity, a 2 DA × 2 event
type × 3 outcome severity mixed ANOVA was per-
formed. Results of the three-way ANOVA identified no sig-
nificant three-way interaction between DA, event type, and
outcome severity (F 1 73, 854 21 = 0 56, p = 0 548). As
there was no main effect of event type (F 1,495 = 3 55,
p = 0 060, or two-way interaction effect with event type
and DA (F 1,495 = 0 11, p = 0 746), a further two-way
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Figure 6: Praise assignment following a collision across driver agents
and DA conditions. Note: error bars indicate standard deviation.
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Figure 7: Praise assignment following a near-miss where the
vehicle responded appropriately across driver agents and DA
conditions. Note: error bars indicate standard deviation.
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mixed ANOVA was conducted to determine the effect of
DA and outcome severity on total trust score. Shown in
Figure 9(a), the two-way ANOVA revealed that there
was a statistically significant interaction between DA and
outcome severity (F 1 74, 865 09 = 16 61, p < 0 001). Main
effect analysis showed that the presence of the DA
(M = 23 9, SD = 6 8) resulted in significantly higher trust
than the absence of the DA (M = 20 9, SD = 7 4)
(p < 0 001). Additionally, a main effect of outcome severity
was found for total trust (p < 0 001). Pairwise comparisons
indicated that there were significant differences between
each outcome severity on total trust with the highest trust
for near-miss vehicle responding (M = 26 7, SD = 5 1),
followed by near-miss human responding (M = 23 5, SD
= 5 7) and then collisions (M = 17 1, SD = 7 1).

3.5. Anthropomorphism. To understand the impact of a DA
on perceived anthropomorphism of the ADS across event
type and outcome severity, a 2 DA × 2 event type × 3
outcome severity mixed ANOVA was performed.
Results of the three-way ANOVA identified no significant
three-way interaction between DA, event type, and outcome
severity (F 1 72, 851 34 = 0 83, p = 0 422). As there was no
main effect of event type (F 1,495 = 3 07, p = 0 080), or any
two-way interaction effect with event type as an independent
variable, a further two-way mixed ANOVA was conducted
to determine the effect of DA and outcome severity on
perceived anthropomorphism. Shown in Figure 9(b), the
two-way ANOVA revealed that there was a statistically signif-
icant interaction between DA and outcome severity
(F 1 72, 855 08 = 23 09, p < 0 001). A main effect was found
for DA as the presence of the DA (M = 28 8, SD = 8 5)
resulted in significantly higher anthropomorphism than the
absence of the DA (M = 22 7, SD = 10 8) (p < 0 001). Addi-
tionally, outcome severity had a statistically significant main

effect on total anthropomorphism (p < 0 001). Pairwise com-
parisons indicated that there were significant differences
between each outcome severity on perceived anthropomor-
phism, with the highest perceived anthropomorphism for
near-miss vehicle responding (M = 30 3, SD = 7 2), followed
by near-miss human responding (M = 27 2, SD = 8 9) and
then collisions (M = 19 8, SD = 11 1).

4. Discussion

The current study examined the assignment of blame and
praise towards ADS-equipped vehicles and human drivers
following a collision or near-miss as well as how an ADS-
equipped vehicle integrated with a DA that administers
MRs influenced these attributions. The results supported
all hypotheses. Following a collision, participants blamed
the ADS proportionately less and praised the ADS propor-
tionately more when the DA was present. It should be noted
that each agent was blamed and praised equally when the
DA was absent. Following a near-miss where the vehicle
appropriately responded, participants blamed the ADS pro-
portionately less and praised the ADS proportionately more
when the DA was present. Additionally, the ADS was signif-
icantly assigned less blame and more praise than the human
regardless of the DA presence. Following a near-miss where
the human appropriately responded, participants blamed the
ADS proportionately less and praised the ADS proportion-
ately more when the DA was present. When the DA was
absent, each agent was blamed equally. Furthermore, more
praise was assigned to the ADS than the human when the
DA was present, yet more praise was assigned to the human
when the DA was absent. Across the scenarios, we found
that perceived anthropomorphism of the ADS was higher
when the DA was present than when the DA was absent,
thus indicating evidence of a valid manipulation for DA
presence. We found that higher perceived anthropomor-
phism was strongly associated with higher trust, usefulness,
and satisfaction and that self-reported trust and anthropo-
morphism of the ADS were significantly higher when the
DA was present. Finally, it seems that driving experience
with ADS features did not strongly or moderately influence
blame or praise attributions towards the human or ADS,
or even trust, usefulness, satisfaction, or perceived anthropo-
morphism of the ADS-equipped vehicle. This could be due
to the fact that participants, on average, self-reported low
experience with vehicle automation features.

The results were as expected and align with past
research. When the vehicle control and oversight were
ambiguous, no differences in blame assignment between
the human and the ADS were identified, aligning with Copp
et al. [30]. Furthermore, when the responsibility of the driv-
ing was more clear-cut with the presence of the DA, there
was a distinct difference in blame assignment with the
ADS being assigned less blame than the human across all
conditions. This aligns with Waytz et al.’s [37] findings
where higher anthropomorphism of the vehicle led to
reduced blame attribution compared to a low anthropomor-
phized vehicle. Additionally, the assignment of blame sup-
ports Awad et al. [32] and Pöllänen et al.’s [31] findings in
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Figure 8: Praise assignment following a near-miss where the
human responded appropriately across driver agents and DA
conditions. Note: error bars indicate standard deviation.
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that less blame is assigned to the ADS when there is greater
shared control of the vehicle. Furthermore, our results align
with Bennet et al. [29] in that the human driver never
received significantly less blame than the ADS. The current
results extend the previous research by strengthening the
homogeneity of participant perceptions and better unifying
expectations of the ADS through the incorporation of corre-
sponding video stimuli.

However, there were conflicting findings between the cur-
rent results and past research. Liu and Du [28] proposed the
blame attribution asymmetry bias whereby individuals have
the tendency to blame the vehicle automation more than the
human driver in equivalent crashes. This blame attribution
asymmetry bias was not found in the current findings; the
opposite occurred in which the ADS was blamed equal to or
less than the human driver across events. This conflict could
be due to Liu and Du [28] focusing on sole driving responsibil-
ity as opposed to shared cooperation of the driving task uti-
lized in the current study. Furthermore, our results conflict
with Young and Monroe’s [42] two main findings. First, they
concluded that participants blamed ADS-equipped vehicles
more than humans when our findings indicated the reverse.
Second, they found that when incorporating driving assistants
with ADS-equipped vehicles, participants attributed equal or
more blame towards the ADS, dependent on the human like-
ness of the driving agent. However, these conflicts could be
due to the methodological differences as Young and Monroe
[42] focused on hypothetical trolley dilemmas whereas the
current study used more realistic driving scenarios individuals
could come across.

As previous research has yet to examine the assignment
of praise towards driving agents following critical events, our
results can be considered novel findings and provide an ini-
tial step towards understanding positive perceptions of ADS-
equipped vehicles. We identified a consistent pattern of praise

assignment across the conditions in that the ADS was assigned
more praise than the human when the DA was present. The
human was assignedmore praise only in the near-miss human
responding condition without the DA which could be due to
the human driver appropriately responding to a critical event
without being prompted. With the DA presence, the ADS was
praised more possibly due to the participants praising the
capacity that the DA could identify and communicate uncer-
tainty with the human, allowing the human to respond appro-
priately. Further, we wanted to examine whether participants
attributed any semblance of positive perceptions towards the
ADS in the context of negative collision events. Here, similar
results were identified in which participants attributed signifi-
cantly more praise towards the ADS than the human. Partici-
pants may have praised the ADS simply for communicating
relevant actions and road elements, suggesting that positive
perceptions of advanced ADS features may possibly be resil-
ient to negative outcomes.

Given the current findings, we provide support for the
inclusion of an advanced virtual driving assistant in ADS-
equipped vehicles to better clarify monitoring expectations.
With this, we provide three considerations when developing
vehicles equipped with level 3 or higher ADS features. First,
explicitly clarify assumed monitoring responsibility of the
driving to reinforce perceived control and responsibility of
the vehicle. Second, consider communicating the system
uncertainty to calibrate human drivers’ expectations when
driving. Third, consider portraying the ADS as its own entity
when including a DA. This may lead to the human driver
trusting the ADS more and holding more favorable percep-
tions of the ADS-equipped vehicle. These recommendations
can potentially create clarity for assumed control of the vehi-
cle when the ADS faces system uncertainty. Additionally, it
could potentially foster better relationships and perceptions
with ADS-equipped vehicles.
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4.1. Practical Implications. Given the recent vehicle man-
slaughter charges [4], the pattern of blame attribution from
the current study when responsibility is ambiguous conflicts
with the current legal ramifications. The findings indicated
that individuals assigned more blame towards the ADS when
monitoring is not explicitly stated, which is where the cur-
rent level of ADS technology is at, suggesting that the pub-
lic’s perception of liability falls unfavorably on the ADS.
Yet, when actively communicating which agent is responsi-
ble for monitoring the road environment, individuals tended
to blame the human driver more for the collision, aligning
more with the current legal framework. Having greater legal
distinction in driver responsibility when the level of ADS
technology increases may close the gap between public and
legal liability perceptions. However, it should be noted that
assignment of blame may not correlate with assignment of
legal liability in situations with resulting injuries; thus, gen-
eralizations should be taken with caution.

More broadly, our findings have potentially significant
policy implications for vehicle manufacturers and the devel-
opment of ADS technology. Unfortunately, deceptive mar-
keting of the capabilities of ADS-equipped vehicles can
subsequently lead to inappropriate expectations [47] as
how ADS-equipped vehicles are described significantly alters
publics’ capability understanding [48]. Therefore, stricter
regulations on the development and deployment of ADS-
equipped vehicles may involve strongly enhancing commu-
nicative features through actively clarifying human monitor-
ing expectations while operating ADS technology.
Additionally, stronger regulations towards how ADS-
equipped vehicles are to be marketed to the public as the
findings indicate that more advanced ADS technology sig-
nificantly influences responsibility assignment following
critical events. Understanding blame assignment following
critical events for various ADS capabilities is critical for
determining the appropriate policy responses and for ensur-
ing the safe and responsible development of ADS-equipped
vehicles.

In contrast, while understanding praise assignment
towards ADS-equipped vehicles is unlikely to be as impor-
tant as understanding blame assignment when it comes to
policy implications, it can still play an important role in
shaping public perceptions, attitudes, and, ultimately, adop-
tion of the technology. For example, if an ADS-equipped
vehicle is involved in successful operation during critical
events, and the public praises the ADS capabilities, it could
help increase public confidence in the ADS technology and
encourage widespread adoption. This, in turn, could influ-
ence policy decisions related to the regulation and deploy-
ment of ADS-equipped vehicles, though more so for
ensuring ADS-equipped vehicles are safe and reliable.

4.2. Limitations. One limitation of the current study was that
participants did not experience both conditions with and
without the DA presence. To minimize potential confound-
ing factors between the ADS-equipped vehicles with and
without the DA, we needed to use identical videos for each
outcome and event type and overlay verbal audio on the
videos to imitate a DA. This meant, however, that if partic-

ipants experienced both DA conditions, they would realize
it was the same video, disrupting the driving realism and
experimental immersion. Secondly, although complement-
ing text vignettes with a corresponding video stimulus better
unified participants’ perceptions and expectations of the
ADS, these scenarios were not real driving behaviors or
experiences and as such did not contain any real perceived
risk or personal injury. Therefore, caution is required when
generalizing results to real critical events as participants
may not have perceived any real risk or negative effect from
watching driving simulations, which may influence attribu-
tions in naturalistic settings. Thirdly, there is the potential
for brand bias with video clips showing a Tesla vehicle which
may have influenced participants’ opinions regarding trust,
praise, and blame. Unfortunately, the vehicles in the City
Car Driving software were based on real-world vehicles;
thus, removing any branding from vehicles was unattainable
at the given time. Fourthly, the large majority of participants
were identified as young or white individuals, so caution
should be taken when generalizing other demographics.
Finally, the trust measure was identified to have varying reli-
ability across all the conditions, with many below the 0.7
threshold. The low reliability scores indicate that the mea-
sure was not answered consistently across items among par-
ticipants. This may be due to the researchers utilizing a trust
measure focused on situational rather than general trust.
Thus, subsequent inferences regarding trust should be taken
with caution.

4.3. Future Research. Given that the current study indicates
that integrating an ADS-equipped vehicle with a DA better
distinguishes responsibility assignment, future research
should focus on identifying elements of the DA and observ-
ing the impact of a DA on real-world driving behaviors.
First, future research should identify which key road-
related environmental factors drivers would like system
uncertainty communicated or which environmental feed-
back participants would like communicated during highly
autonomous driving. Second, future research should observe
the impact of an ADS utilizing a DA with monitoring
requests on driver behaviors. More specifically, assess driv-
ing performance metrics, such as response time, as well as
eye-tracking to understand where drivers direct their atten-
tion following monitoring requests. Third, future research
should integrate both verbal (DA) and visual (augmented
reality) stimuli to understand responsibility assignment
when vehicles are equipped with advanced communication
features. Augmented reality enhances drivers’ situation
awareness during ADS engagement but may direct visual
attention away from critical events if drivers are overloaded
with information [49].

5. Conclusion

Overall, as vehicle technology’s self-driving capacity is
increased, more technologically advanced driver systems
are required for driver safety. Additionally, it is imperative
to understand who is perceived as being at blame for a colli-
sion or praised for safe maneuvers in ADS-equipped vehicles
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integrated with DAs, the driver or the vehicle? The current
study identified the public’s perceptions of blame and praise
assignment towards ADS-equipped vehicles involved in crit-
ical events and found that responsibility assignment is
clearly distinguished when monitoring expectations are
explicitly stated. That is, individuals tend to blame the
human driver more when they are asked to actively monitor
the driving environment, whereas individuals tend to assign
greater praise to the ADS system when it alerts the human
driver. Furthermore, the current study provided support
for a potential solution to improve driving safety, mitigate
the risk of fatal collisions, and enhance widespread adoption
of ADS-equipped vehicles.
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